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I am that I am 

There is no part of Biblical criticism so interesting or more importantly connecting with the 

development of religion, and none which requires more patient and careful study than the meaning 

and development in meaning of God’s various names. Every title by which he was known showed 

him in some of his attributes and brought the worshipper into direct and definite communication 

with him. Was the worshipper humble and did he want to express his dependence, his desire to 

serve – then he approaches God in the name of Asonai; if awe-struck at some of the manifestations 

by which God revealed himself then he approached El Shaddai the Almighty; if national danger 

threatened or if beset by foes he prayed to the god of Sabaoth, the Lord of Hosts; if in his soul there 

was a burning love of truth and mercy and all beauty he thought of his god as the Holy One of Israel. 

But that name which tells of God’s infinity, of his absolute power, of his self-existence, which reveals 

him not merely in attribute but in essence, which places him beyond man, beyond nature, beyond all 

the minor gods is Jehovah. And tradition says that God himself so named himself. So holy is that 

name now that the devout Jew will not mention it. His high priest was to take the name on his lips 

only once a year at the great feast of the atonement and since that office was vacated for ever on 

the death of Simeon the Just Jehovah’s name has not been mentioned. The proper pronunciation of 

the word was held as a close and solemn secret, and to account for the miracles which Jews allowed 

that Christ had performed, they supposed that in some way he had become possessed of this secret.  

Of its proper pronunciation we are ignorant. Its origin is supposed by some to be Egyptian, by others 

to be Phoenician, by others to be Latin, but the most probable supposition is that the word was 

known to the early Hebrews, and that it was merely elevated into importance by the usage of 

Moses. There is even dispute as to its meaning, although since Moses’ time its significance to the 

Jews seems to have been in its expression of the eternity and self-sufficiency of God. “Jahveh, thy 

name is everlasting”, “I am Jahveh, I alter not”. And to Moses, when Jahveh revealed himself, “I am 

that I am.”  

The remarkable thing, however, is that this word Jahveh, hitherto presumably used but sparingly by 

the Jews, should have after the time of Moses entered into the names of the great national leaders, 

and was by the time of the later kings of Judah universally been used for purposes of display, and 

finally have taken such a hold on the imagination of the Jews that they refused to utter its sacred 

syllables.  

Its power was in its meaning. The greatest of all the chapters in Israel’s history to the Jews is the 

deliverance of his kindred from the bondage of Egypt, and unlike many historical events this 

occasion was as great to the people who acted in it as it has since appeared to those who have had 

to judge of its effects. When the Israelites went into Egypt, they held a simple but strong faith in the 

God of Abraham of Israel and of Jacob, who moreover was the God of the heavens transcending all 

other powers and with whom they entered into relationships not enjoyed by any other nation. The 

great national problem for the Jews then when they migrated to the Nile Valley w, would they lose 

their religion in that of Egypt? Against them were the forces of an advanced civilization. A settled 

system of conduct even if inferior in its principles will overcome the unorganized, or but imperfectly 

organized exercise of superior principles. But on the side of the Jews was a virility of race, an 

individualism of character, a worthy national tradition, a pride in what they had already been able to 

accomplish in Egypt in the person of Joseph, and a military renown. In short they were essentially a 

nation and their religion was fortified on account of its intimate connection with their national 

sentiment, life and history. The result was, that instead of losing their religion they clung more 



closely to it and instead of being attracted by, were repelled by the Egyptian ritual. In their day of 

trial they cried unto the Lord to deliver them from the oppressor. They were helpless themselves, 

but God had promised them prosperity. That the oppressor was a tyrant on the material side is a 

common matter of history, but there is evidence to show that the Israelite revolt was “kindled and 

fanned to a flame by a high thought and a new born spiritual truth”. In that day Moses came, and he 

came as a prophet of Jahveh the ‘I am that I am.’ The issue between Israel and Egypt became clear. 

Israel contended for One God, everlasti ng and spiritual in his nature, Egypt remained true to its 

degraded image-worship. Israel in other words had again touched the source of its national 

greatness. It was preparing itself to be the successors of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. It was finding its 

individuality which in its case was best expressed in its conception and its worship of its God. The 

heel of the Egyptian on the Jews necks turned them back to God simply because their national 

freedom had grown up round the conception of God which was peculiar to their ancestors. 

The strength of Moses lay in his own devotion to this spiritual God and in the trust that he had won 

from the people that the ‘I am that I am’ had sent him unto them. The struggles which took place at 

the court of Pharaoh are thus understood in their full significance and looked at in this way, we can 

understand how Moses attained that grandeur of character, strength of purpose and stability of 

faith which marked his leadership of a trying people in a trying time. He was in the hands of the all-

powerful as Christ was later. We know that the common explanation given for the great events of 

the deliverance of Israel and its direct experiences is that God in a pillar of cloud and fire directed 

Moses, worked miracles, led his people. If we have nothing else to say than that today the Bible has 

ceased to be a practical guide in life. What is Abraham to us? What is Moses? Their lives give us no 

comfort for in the literal sense of the term God never stretches forth his hand to help us. In these 

days of civilized society, of cities, of science we look in vain for God. Does nature crush us? We are 

crushed as though we were only a worm and no protest, no sigh is heard as we disappear. Does man 

oppress us? We languish in chains and abide in misery and no power comes to our aid. Justice is 

blind, love misguided. Hope and faith hover round us and even sometimes are overcome with the 

scorching fires of doubt or wearied in what seems an endless winging after that which is unreal 

dropped to the ground broken winged and misty eyed. Then when we face the world, hard, cruel, 

merciless – turn upon it like a stag at bay, to defend ourselves from it by employing its own weapons 

of deceit and greed and all manner of selfishness, the God of justice who refused to help us in our 

troubles when we appealed to him, seems to laugh at us, an intimation of his impotence when we 

find that selfishness is profitable and a grinding of the faces of men bring gain. Just where it should 

be most helpful, in putting us in just relation to the world, the common interpretation of God breaks 

down. True, a part of that interpretation is a scheme of reward and punishment beyond death, but a 

belief that says that principles which may govern this world can be exactly the reverses of those 

which must govern a world of justice and mercy, is not likely to do much god in this or coming 

generations. If we are to keep to a belief in this world as the creation of a wise and benevolent 

intelligence, we must be able to show clearly that the attributes of such an intelligence as principles 

of conduct in this world are better for men than any other principles. It is no use to say God is good 

and almighty, therefore because injustice is foreign to goodness and almightiness those who 

suffered from injustice should be convinced that in another world they must by way of 

compensation be rewarded. An intellectual defence of living fails altogether to meet the objections 

which this age takes to life. If we do not feel within us that which we are doing good by living, that 

with all its hardships life is pleasant, if we do not feel that within us there is a conquering strength 

which difficulties not only do not subdue but make stronger, then to my mind we have no hope to 

live to the man who with a yearning heart asks us “why do you believe?” compensation does not 

mean the meting out of good in proportion to the evil received. It means that in the experience of 



evil there is recompense, that to anyone who has a desire for that which is good and noble and a 

love of their fellows every worldly disadvantage – say sickness or poverty – gives them opportunities 

of being good and noble and of helping others which only comes to those who are placed under 

worldly disadvantage – who say, are sick and poor. Every comfort and pain brings its opportunity. 

That we all see well enough. What we do not see is that every disadvantage and loss brings its 

opportunity too. 

To preach this a complete philosophy of life is, I am aware, pernicious. It means when pushed as far 

as it can be pushed that this is the best possible of worlds. But if it is not the whole truth, is 

nevertheless true, and any modification which has to be made on it, must be made by placing it in a 

system with other principles. For instance although we know that an invalid can do much good and 

by doing that good brighten his own clouded life, yet we know that the same person if normally 

healthy could do even more important good and would be placed in command of more sources of 

moral enjoyment. So it is our duty to heal our sick. This supplementary consideration is of supreme 

importance when we consider the social condition of men. There are some who say that poverty for 

instance is good and that if the poor only liked, they could turn their poverty to good moral account. 

Up to that point I agree with them. But then we must remember our modifying principle that the 

quality and amount of good done can be improved by a change of circumstances, and that it is the 

duty of those who believe that they know how this proper change can be made to endeavour to 

bring it about. Hence we must be both reconciled and discontent – reconciled because hardships 

have their opportunities as well as blessings; discontent because we may reach higher and do better 

than we now can. 

If that is to be the philosophy of life which is to save earnest men in the future, those of us to believe 

in it and continue to see any good in our Bibles may well be asked for explanations. First here I pass 

over difficulties created for us by Christians in the past and present. I claim as the judge of 

Christianity that spirit of historic forbearance which enables us to approve of things done in former 

ages when the construction of society and the standards of thought were different, although we 

should condemn them if they were now done. Thought is progressive. But there is a spirit which is 

permanent. When men try to express it in words or symbolize it by attributes their expressions and 

symbols seem antiquated and false. Every generation looks upon that spirit with different 

experiences, with clearer seeing eyes, every generation adds to our knowledge of it, every 

generation raises it so that it’s divine worth becomes clearer and its satisfaction to the human soul 

deeper. The divine is more to us knowledge, our sympathies, our ideals than ever he was to any 

other age and he will be more to our children than to us. Age after age we quarry away finding truth 

in the Bible and the more we abstract, the more there is to find. If we destroy we only destroy what 

the human man made, not the truths which his soul uttered. Every prospect that comes to us to help 

us in our spiritual revivals, to lead us out of the bonds of formality and the cast iron prisons of 

human formal thought comes with the assurance that he has seen the spirit of the world and that he 

has his commission from the unconditioned ‘I am that I am’ Jahveh. With these reflections in our 

minds we turn to Moses as he enters upon his mission. He is one with us, helped us as we can be, 

strengthened as we can be. From these leaves of the story of the Israelites he instructs and 

encourages us on the way to our spiritual Sinai, and takes us by the hand to see with him the 

Almighty.  

We are not needing a leader to deliver us from physical slavery. In fact our own age might rather be 

likened to the wearying freedom of the wilderness. We are out of bondage searching for Canaan, 

and we want to have the spirit of murmurs removed far from us. We want to feel confident in our 

hopes that the long dreary way with its mirages is the right way. And how are we to do it. We are 



pioneers. No generation has stood where we now stand. That is quite impossible. So there is no 

path-map which we may consult as to the proper direction. We must trust to our guide. The ‘I am’ of 

the Israelites was the almighty power who refused a habitation, who dwelt not in temples, who 

heeded not other powers, who was eternal. He gave them their stout hearts, he led them through 

the wilderness. And so will he unto us.  

How are we to find him? Modern science and thought has destroyed, I will not say the ancient 

conceptions of God which were much purer than is generally supposed, but the orthodox Christian 

idea which has been handed down from an age comparatively ignorant and painfully false and 

corrupt. For practical purposes we must abandon the thought of God as a person like ourselves 

removed from the world in another sphere which has an existence peculiar to itself. That may be 

quite true for us. The conception may be out of harmony with our reason and may help us in some 

ways. But it cannot now be that thought which is to make us strong and faithful in the battle of life. 

God is now to us the creating idea of the universe. Modern science has met with three difficulties in 

the world which it cannot explain satisfactorily on absolutely material lines. The first is the beginning 

of matter with its inherent laws, the next the beginning of life with its possibilities of development 

into more and more perfect forms and the third is the origin of self-consciousness in the case of man 

which enables him ultimately to form moral estimates of good and bad and to see in the world idea 

perfect states of existence. So that after all science and knowledge have brought us to the burning 

bush and have left us in the presence of the self-existent perfect reality which pervades all life, in 

whose image all life is moulded, and to whom all life returns. What changes we have to make are in 

interpretation of meanings. When we think of God we no longer imagine some mysteriously perfect 

man. We can only conceive of him as a perfect mind upon which our imperfect minds are based and 

which reveals itself to us in various ways in various ages. This conception of God is infinitely more 

spiritual, infinitely more worthy than the old one. To be like him is to be free from every trammel   

which the earth has cast upon us. The material things of life, the forms in which we live are 

immaterial. rich and poor, class and mass have no existence in relation to such a Jahveh. Man’s life is 

his thought, his impulse, his ideal; religion has then got a firm and eternal basis in the necessity 

which humanity must always feel to live in accordance with what the soul requires; the guide which 

is to conduct us on our wilderness journey, which is to save ourselves from death and the society to 

which we belong from destruction, is the whisperings from that divine mind which we hear when we 

rise beyond feeling and sight and enter into communion with that which changeth not, which is 

eternal in the heavens. 

Into such communion have the truly good men in this world entered. When we speak of good men 

we do not simply mean those who have been patronised by the church. The church has often 

mistaken her mission and as did the Jews so has she often crucified those whom she ought to have 

received, but it seems that she too had to learn her work by centuries of error. In searching for the 

footsteps of the eternal amongst the millions of men who have lived and whose lives have been 

preserved to us, we find them where the church planted thorns, on spots where it slew its martyrs. 

Wherever man has suffered at the hands of human authorities who sought to crush out freedom, 

who attempted to confine God within the walls built by creeds and sects, there God has revealed 

himself. Wherever there has been a struggle for the noble and holy, God has been present cheering 

men’s hearts and setting up his monuments that the notice of coming ages might be drawn to the 

places sanctified by his presence. Every page of history has got such a moment, every great 

biography is such a monument. And to-day we are the heirs of all past human endeavour, we come 

down time reading, as it where, what God himself has written of the dead. Of this man we say ‘Oh 

he was bigoted’ and would pass him by; but God says ‘Listen; we was sincere as well’, of another we 

say his philosophy was hopelessly wrong but we are reminded that he was pure and humble. Of 



another we say that his ideas are now antiquated but we are reminded that he sacrificed himself for 

them. And so the eternal spirit keeps constantly before us that part of existence which reflected its 

will and asks us to admire it and to add something to it by our own lives. 

We sometimes think than our own age is less heroic than past ages. We may not have to face the 

personal dangers which it was the lot of our fathers to face, but there is heroism in a quiet faith, in a 

cheery resignation, in a frank acceptance of tribulation, in an unflagging zeal for that which belongs 

to the divine. The columns of our daily papers frequently record deeds which it would have tried the 

knight and saint to do, but we forget them before the day is done, the doing of which will bring us 

nearer that bright memory of the chosen instruments of God’s revelation. At no time was there a 

clearer call for the sons of God to be up and doing to defend that which is spiritual, to think that 

which is holy, to do that which is right, and at no time was the excuse that the dead must first be 

buried, that God must wait until you get into a better economic condition before you do his work, 

more loudly condemned by the mournful voice of those who might have been gladdened but whom 

you left in sorrow. We may be in times when the most we can do for our fellows in the name of God 

is to give them a cup of cold water, but that is more acceptable to God than delivering Jerusalem 

from the power of the Saracen. 

This is indeed a generation of humane effort, a generation when noble ideals are quickened for 

many a long year without at the same time indicating some field upon which they can be energised. 

What is all our present day discontent but an awakening of idea – an idea which is sometimes 

misdirected, sometimes over-bold – but an indication nevertheless that the inward world of mind 

still strives to modify the outer world of sense -0 that the eternal and unconditioned ‘I am that I am’ 

is battling against meaner gods. For if that perfection and beauty which we know to be 

comprehended in God is revealed to man by filling his mind with high aspirations, prompting him 

often to attain to the ideally impossible, this generation with its social sympathy and thoughtful 

enquiry into the fates of men is palpitating with God’s presence and yields itself readily to a heroic 

life.  

Since the days of Moses and of Christ society has become complex. Men are no longer the simple 

minded nomadic shepherds who claimed a kinship with Abraham nor the equally simple minded 

fishermen on the shores of the Sea of Galilee. The social forces which determine our conduct – 

public opinion, the habits of thought of our friends, economic necessities – are much more arbitrary 

and powerful in our day than in theirs, and anyone now who desires to live a life apart from the 

general way in which most men live will find it much more difficult than these shepherds and 

fishermen found it. This seems to indicate that the ideals in which in future the Almighty is to 

manifest himself will not be embodied in the life of one man only. The days of Moses and Christ have 

gone by. In whisperings here and there not in one great life will God now be heard by men. One 

message will be given to one, another message to another, and only when men and women meet 

together and go deeper down in their communion than the film of dividing and conflicting opinion – 

door to the spiritual life that is in them, will they know that a common faith and aspiration is leading 

mankind in the ways of the eternal God that the yearnings of all mankind never comprehended.  

Our position then is that the world in its progress in the past and promises of the future reveals the 

mind of God and that only as mind is God revealed; that personally to us the revelation is made as a 

vision of the ideally prefect and self-existent, a dream of good deeds, a desire to do something which 

will be of service to this Mind; that if we only look faithfully this age is as charged with the 

possibilities of heroic deeds as any previous age although the doing of these deed may not be 

attended with the tinsel and public show accompanies the doing of them in days gone by, and that 

the character of times whilst it prevents the creation of great spiritual individualities, nevertheless 



innumerable opportunities in our way of living spiritually, and that a mere observant public interests 

shows that we have not lost but rather increased our of the unconditional good.    

That being so after the last 50 years of critical enquiry we must take it that in our day the worship of 

that which is infinitely better than ourselves which draws us into communion and fellowship one 

with another, which gives hope and purpose in life, has a rational and unassailable basis. When we 

rise above ourselves as finite creatures born to die, and live in a realm of spirit, of mind, of eternal 

reality we are no mere self-deceivers. The world will pass away. It is like a cloud. But the spirit of the 

eternal will never pass. And when we ask that spirit that trouble and evil may cease, we ask it 

because we know that trouble and evil have ceased already in the world of the spirit, when we pray 

for more grace, for more love, for more faith, for more purity, we do it from the conviction that 

already in God we are perfect and fully endowed with every spiritual excellence. Whatever the world 

has to say to us now, it is these perfections which we share with our Father that are to overcome the 

world. So let us remember that there can be but one line of progress, that there can be but one 

sanction for change and that is the sincere promptings of the spirit, the answer to our prayer for a 

perfect walk with God; and further that when the ‘I am that I am’, the life, the soul, the beginning 

and the end of the universe speaks to us that it is our part to follow closely and faithfully as Moses 

did.                     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 



 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 



 

 



 

 

 





 







 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 


